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Balmy temperatures, glorious nature, an exclusive retreat: a holiday at 

Golden Hill Country Chalets & Suites in the vineyards of Southern Styria 

promises to have a profound effect and create moments that you will 

cherish forever. 

Warm. Glistening. Golden Hill.  

Paradise has a resounding name - a retreat characterised by pure idleness is giv-

en an exclusive backdrop: In the middle of Mediterranean Southern Styria, sur-

rounded by lavender, wine and enchanting cypresses, you will find Golden Hill. A 

place of longing that promises freedom for the body and soul. It has already re-

ceived many awards - just recently again as the No. 1 hideaway in the BEST HO-

TELS IN AUSTRIA, from Gault&Millau, Falstaff-Travel and Lifestyle-Insider.com. 

And last but not least, it impresses with its skilful fusion of ecology and aesthet-

ics. 

A stylish ensemble of exclusive country chalets, a contemporary renovated coun-

try house, extravagant premium chalet and unique panorama loft sets the scene 

for your personal summer of love and spring feelings. The leading actors: all 

those who would like to treat themselves to some really golden moments.	Those 

who are looking for pure privacy combined with infinite space for relaxation and 

who do not want to be bound to any fixed times for culinary indulgences, but 

simply want to live the day out to the full. For whom an extravagantly charming 

atmosphere and undisturbed wellness are non-negotiable and go hand in hand 

with sustainability. And for those who turn up one day in a dinner jacket, the 

next in a tracksuit for some delicious private dining, served up in their very own 

holiday kingdom. Taking enjoyment in style to a whole new level. To devote one-

self completely to oneself, to relaxation, to pleasant idleness in absolute tranquil-

lity. The personal dedication of the hosts makes any stay a complete luxury. That 

is Golden Hill.  

Sounds too good to be true? 
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It feels like that at first too. And yet the much longed-for feelings of well-being - 

which are, by the way, quite real - are not a long time coming on the "golden 

hill".  

They are especially noticeable from the prime waterfront seats by the natural 

swimming pond, infinity pool or swimming channel with a view. These intensify 

whilst bathing, surrounded by blissful forest, in the expanses of the green heart 

of Austria. But they can also look like a simple card game with your favourite 

people in the mellow evening sun. To have time. To do as you please. Enjoying 

only the best of the best. Because you deserve it. FeelingsIwillneverforget à la 

Golden Hill.  

Contact Details - Hotel: 

Golden Hill Country Chalets & Suites   

Waldschach/Steinfuchsweg 2 

A-8505 St. Nikolai im Sausal  

Tel. +43 (0) 650 350 59 36  

welcome@golden-hill.at | www.golden-hill.at 
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